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INTRODUCTION

O

n December 31, 2015, Chinese officials announced a substantial reorganization of the armed forces. [1] The reforms cut across the entire People’s Liberation Army (PLA),[2] and constitute the most dramatic reorganization of China’s
armed forces since the 1950s. [3] President Xi Jinping described the reforms as
essential for modernizing the military. [4] and the reorganization affirmed the PLA’s fidelity
to the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). [5] The reform also established a new service
branch called the Strategic Support Force (SSF) on par with the Army, Navy, Air Force,
and Rocket Force. Among its many missions, the SSF secures electromagnetic space
and cyberspace. [6] China’s military pundits lauded the SSF as necessary for twentyfirst century warfare. [7] For years, the PLA has fielded cyber capabilities at various
levels of command, and the SSF elevates control of cyber operations to the highest
echelons. [8] Ultimately, the PLA employs cyber forces to ensure cyber sovereignty
(wangluo zhuquan) and safeguard the Chinese Dream across all domains.
This paper examines China’s military cyber activities in three parts. First, the paper
attempts to identify China’s strategic objective in cyberspace. Second, it outlines one
interpretation of China’s cyber strategy. Finally, the paper explores the efficacy of US
cyber deterrence given China’s cyber strategy. PLA cyber doctrine remains abstruse,
and public literature does not offer a stand-alone cyber strategy document that articulates the purpose of Chinese cyber operations. Leveraging PLA texts and other publicly
available literature, this paper offers one possible reading of China’s cyber strategy.
In the end, the paper highlights some implications for US-China cyber relations and
encourages efforts to build mutual understanding on both sides of the Pacific.
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PART 1: CYBER SOVEREIGNTY
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Based upon a review of public statements and
documents, China’s cyber strategy appears determined to achieve cyber sovereignty; this end unifies
the country’s cyber activities. Dr. Lü Jinghua of the
Center on US-China Defense Relations at the PLA
Academy of Military Science’s (AMS) describes
cyber sovereignty as the foundation for a new international code of conduct for cyberspace (wangluo
kongjian xingwei zhunze) in which the principle of
sovereignty enshrined in the UN Charter extends
to cyberspace. [9] At the 2012 World Conference on
International Telecommunications, China and a
majority of attending countries advocated for
national governments to boost their control of
the Internet. [10] The US and its allies foiled this
campaign and upheld the status quo multistake
holder approach, which invites participation from
civil society, private enterprise, national governments, and international organizations. This
conflict of ideas remains an ongoing geopolitical
dispute that will define the future of cyberspace.
While the US and others applaud freedom on the
Internet, the CCP worries about its latent power
to destabilize social and political order. [11] When
Chinese academic researchers examined the use
of social media to organize street protests in Iran
and China’s Xinjiang, they concluded the US will
leverage such technologies to spur regime change in
other countries. [12] To mitigate these types of perceived Internet risks, China’s Great Firewall blocks
sites like Google, Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube. [13]
In March 2016, Chinese authorities increased
efforts to shutdown virtual private networks
(VPNs) that enable citizens and foreign residents
to bypass censors. [14] The US government deems
an open Internet that transcends national boundaries essential for freedom and prosperity. Yet,
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Beijing balks at Washington’s ideals, and Chinese officials consistently slate US policies
on cyberspace governance. There is little reason to believe Beijing will compromise
on cyber sovereignty because it seeks unrivaled CCP authority over its citizens in the
virtual world. [15]
China’s displeasure with the status quo of Internet governance
China’s vision for cyber sovereignty imagines cyberspace as a new world for nations to
stake their claims. In February 2016, the CCP central committee labeled cyberspace the
new frontier of the modern state (xiandai guojia de xinjiangyu) and a new arena for global
governance (quanqiu zhili). [16] Deputy Director of the PLA’s National Defense University
(NDU) Colonel Li Minghai argues controlling cyberspace (zhangwo zhi wang quan rutong)
is the twenty-first century equivalent of controlling the maritime domain in the eighteenth
century or controlling the air domain in the twentieth century. [17] Colonel Li’s historical
analogy summons a powerful memory among Chinese readers. British dominance of the
high seas allowed European powers to subjugate the Qing Dynasty, and many Chinese
citizens still chafe under US Navy patrols of global sea-lanes—especially the South China
Sea. Given China’s collective trauma from past imperialism, the PLA will not allow history
to repeat in cyberspace; it will defend China’s sovereignty in the cyber domain.
For decades, the Internet has relied
on US-centric architecture in both a
technical and organizational sense.
In 1998, “a few individuals, a few
private standards bodies, several corporations, and the U.S. Department of
Commerce” established the Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers (ICANN). [18] As a California-based, non-profit entity, ICANN pioneered multistakeholder Internet governance beyond the traditional purview of national jurisdictions. [19]
In the multistakeholder model, leaders from civil society, private enterprise, and governments collectively determine the rules of Internet operations, which in turn shape the
fundamentals of cyberspace. To fulfill its global mandate as facilitator of a free and open
Internet, ICANN adopted a charter with by-laws that promote inclusivity and openness. [20]

The PLA employs cyber forces
to ensure cyber sovereignty
and safe-guard the Chinese
dream across all domains.

Over the years, national governments have objected to the Internet’s seemingly
US-oriented bias. In 2013, Edward Snowden revealed prolific National Security Agency
(NSA) surveillance activities, and countries like Brazil and Germany enacted privacy
protections that could undermine the Internet’s global interconnectivity. [21] A 2015 progovernment Chinese editorial board ridiculed America’s so-called “free flow of information” as a ploy to “gather information from around the world, through legitimate and
illegitimate means.” [22] China and Russia exploited the global controversy surrounding
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NSA surveillance to push their model of Internet governance, which cedes control of
key Internet operations to national governments. [23]
In light of China’s pursuit of cyber sovereignty, September 2016 may prove to be a
decisive point for its cyber strategy. For over a decade, the Department of Commerce’s
National Telecommunications & Information Administration (NTIA) managed a component
of Internet operations under contract with ICANN’s Internet Assigned Numbers Authority
(IANA). [24] In September, NTIA’s contract with IANA expired, and the NTIA transferred
IANA stewardship to ICANN. [25] The transition raised concerns about the durability of
multi-stakeholder governance. Some experts fear an impotent ICANN untethered from US
underwriters could gradually allow national governments to compartmentalize cyberspace and
sunset the age of free flowing information. [26]

To mitigate perceived
Internet risks, China’s
Great Firewall blocks
sites like Google,
Facebook, Twitter,
and YouTube.

At the November 2016 World Internet Conference, the Cyberspace Administration of China
(CAC) endorsed global Internet rules that respect “national sovereignty in cyberspace.” Bruce
McConnell of the EastWest Institute interprets
“national sovereignty in cyberspace”. [27] as a
noteworthy evolution away from China’s controversial pursuit of cyber sovereignty. He explains, “The new language expresses more clearly the obvious point that states should
and will exercise responsibility to make cyberspace safer and more secure within their borders … it removes the impression that any state should seek hegemony
in global cyberspace.” [28] In this way, McConnell echoes China’s long-standing official
position on cyberspace governance. On the other hand, a conciliatory tone does not signal
a deviation from China’s pursuit of cyber sovereignty. China will likely leverage shifts
in governance (e.g. the ICANN handover) to shape cyberspace norms.
The importance of cyberspace in twenty-first century warfare
The spirited debate over Internet governance arises from the strategic importance of
cyberspace in the twenty-first century. Some PLA theorists believe information age
warfare (xinxi shidai de zhanzhang) requires militaries to conduct a new hybrid-form
of warfare that combines cyber power and firepower. Accordingly, Colonel Li argues
cyberspace operations (wangluo kongjian zuozhan) will determine victors on twentyfirst century battlefields. [29] Therefore, the argument goes, the PLA must build a joint
cyber force ready to fight and win future wars. [30] Cyber operations are critical capabilities
for national defense, and the PLA cannot allow foreign powers to define the country’s
future. [31]
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In many ways, cyber capabilities have evolved faster than the frameworks leaders rely
on to employ them. On April 5, 2016, Admiral Michael Rogers of U.S. Cyber Command
(USCYBERCOM) recommended his organization be elevated to a fully unified combatant
command. [32] In December 2016, Congress voted to follow such recommendations when
it passed the 2017 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA). [33] The ongoing evolution
of China’s SSF and USCYBERCOM demonstrate the nascent state of cyber warfare
institutions. Chinese and American views of military deterrence also differ, and divergent
theories of cyber warfare underscore the importance of ongoing US-China efforts to build
norms of behavior in cyberspace. Today’s embryonic military cyber doctrines carry risks
of bilateral misunderstandings, especially when militaries operationalize cyber deterrence
strategies.
At such a pivotal moment in military affairs, mutual understanding between two of
the world’s great powers is essential for peace. In December 2015, US and China envoys
launched a new cybersecurity dialogue to foster mutual understanding that included
discussions about confidence-building measures for deescalating tensions. [34] The dialogue
followed the September 2015 summit between Presidents Obama and Xi that promised to
ease tensions after a string of high-profile cyberattacks. [35] In March 2016, Obama met his
counterpart and reiterated China’s responsibility to reduce cyber industrial espionage. [36]
On December 7, 2016, Attorney General Loretta Lynch, Homeland Security Secretary
Jeh Johnson, and Chinese State Councilor and Minister of Public Security Guo Shengkun
co-chaired the third US-China joint dialogue on cybercrime. In its joint summary, the US
and China committed to “further solidifying, developing, and maintaining the Dialogue
mechanism and continuing to strengthen bilateral cooperation in cybersecurity.”. [37]
At a minimum, these meetings reveal
the importance both countries place on
cybersecurity.

The PLA will not allow history
to repeat in cyberspace; it will
defend China’s sovereignty in
the cyber domain.

Both the US and China trumpet the
strategic importance of cyberspace. In
its 2006 Quadrennial Defense Review
(QDR), the US military recognized
China’s ambitions in cyberspace and
its increasingly sophisticated cyber capabilities. [38] In 2014, the Pentagon reaffirmed
“the importance of cyberspace to the American way of life—and to the Nation’s security.” [39]
Similarly, China’s military has recognized security imperatives in cyberspace. In 2006,
the PLA Daily called cyberattacks a serious threat to national security. Cyber operations reshape the security environment by eroding traditional, geographical boundaries
(dili shang de fen jiexian). By 2025, China must therefore seize strategic opportunities
(zhanlüe jiyuqi) to ensure a stable security environment in which electromagnetic
spectrum and cyberspace constitute the “fifth-dimension of the battlefield.” This “fifth
dimension” trope parallels the US military’s concept of the cyber domain, [40] the global
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manmade realm within the informational environment that adds on to the four physical
domains of air, land, maritime, and space. [41]
To convey foundational principles for cyber operations, American and Chinese experts
have evoked various analogies to describe the informational environment and articulate
military imperatives. For example, American and Chinese military writers have both
used “cyber terrain” metaphors to express cyber operations. [42] In such analogies, key cyberspace terrain equates to the proverbial high ground on physical battlefields, which
militaries must seize in order to dominate an adversary. [43] For example, Senior Colonel
Ye Zheng of AMS calls cyberspace the new high ground (quanxin zhigaodian) for national
sovereignty. [44]
Military dominance in cyberspace
remains a strategic task for the PLA.
To obtain cyber sovereignty, the PLA
must identify key terrain for its cyber
forces to seize, control, and retain.
Deputy army commander of the PLA
16th Group Army, Major General
An Weiping, argues the PLA must
build cyber forces that can “seize the
high ground in military competition
and win information-based battles.” [45]
Major General An views cyberspace as “an important battlefield to obtain the information
supremacy and a strategic means to obtain asymmetrical advantages.” [46] Across all
domains, the general expects to employ cyber operations to safeguard national security. [47]
Major General An believes cyber operations like the Stuxnet attack on Iran’s nuclear
centrifuges necessitate developing China’s joint cyber forces. [48] In this way, the SSF is
a manifestation of China’s anxieties over superior US military capabilities.

Some PLA theorists believe
information age warfare
requires militaries to conduct
a new hybrid-form of warfare
that combines cyber power
and firepower.

Since 2006, both militaries have fielded increasingly sophisticated cyber capabilities
while refining policies and doctrine to guide their employment. Amid such a fast-paced
evolution in military affairs, adversaries understandably struggle to interpret one another’s intentions. The secretive nature of security decision-making further undermines
the accuracy of predicting an adversary’s intent. [49] Moreover, another country’s security
decisions occur within its specific cultural context, which further confuses political
or military signals between powers. [50] Military doctrine differs between China and the
US, and this incongruence in cyber doctrine exacerbates the risk for miscalculations
and escalation.
Irreconcilable differences
Although the US and China agree on the importance of cyberspace, they fundamentally
diverge on the prerogatives a country should enjoy in the virtual world. The Atlantic
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Council’s Jason Healey calls this divergence “a bifurcation between east and west” that
allows little room for compromise. [51] Testifying before Congress in 2015, Assistant
Commerce Secretary Lawrence Strickling defended America’s support for multi-stakeholder Internet governance. As head of the NTIA, Strickling implicitly criticized China and
Russia for pursuing greater control over the Internet. [52] Beijing rejects the ideal of an open
Internet, and it has found likeminded leaders in Moscow. [53] The CCP wants to govern its
citizens in cyberspace with the same authority it exercises in the physical realm. [54]
Admittedly, China’s cyber sovereignty approach does hold national governments accountable for the behavior of their citizens. Such a direct accountability could incentivize
laggard countries to more enthusiastically tackle cybercrime originating from within
their borders. [55] Despite this potential benefit, the US believes multistakeholder governance underwrites Internet freedom and protects the innovative ecosystem that drives
prosperity. The US rejects China’s push for a new multilateral approach.
Beijing meanwhile remains firmly opposed to the US position. On December
16, 2015, Xi Jinping called upon the
international community to “respect
the right of individual countries to
independently choose their own path
of cyber development and model of
cyber regulation and participate in international cyberspace governance on
an equal footing.” [56] In a not too subtle
critique of the US, Xi said, “Existing
rules governing cyberspace hardly reflect the desires and interests of the majority of
countries.” [57] The CCP repudiates cyberspace norms that undermine its authority to
govern the Chinese people. Colonel Ye Zheng of AMS explains:

Today’s embryonic military
cyber doctrines carry risks of
bilateral misunderstandings,
especially when militaries
operationalize cyber
deterrence strategies.

To achieve cybersecurity requires ‘cyber rules.’ Rules are the basis of order, and
order is the basis of security. The core of cybersecurity is to establish cyber rules
and implement them. Without cyber rules, activities in cyberspace will be out of
control, cybercrimes will be rampant, and cybersecurity will be harmed. Cyberspace is now in a disordered state because no actions have been taken to
develop cyber rules and there is no international consensus about how to work
out the rules. [58]
China has long combined political, economic, diplomatic, and military elements to defend
its sovereignty. [59] Notwithstanding US and European opposition, China and Russia appear
firmly committed to pursuing their goal of cyber sovereignty. [60] US and China cyberspace
policy goals likewise appear destined for perennial conflict. Beijing has demonstrated a
dogged pursuit of cyber sovereignty despite objections from the US and its allies.
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PART 2: CHINA’S PLA CYBER STRATEGY
Before we can identify the PLA’s cyber strategy, we must understand the national policy
goals that guide China’s armed forces. The values of a country shape its vision for cyberspace, which then guides national policy and military strategy. On the first page of its
2015 Cyber Strategy, the US military declares, “The United States is committed to an open,
secure, interoperable, and reliable Internet that enables prosperity, public safety, and the
free flow of commerce and ideas. These qualities of the Internet reflect core American
values—of freedom of expression and privacy, creativity, opportunity, and innovation.” [61]
In China, the chief goals of its 2015 draft national cybersecurity law are (1) ensure cybersecurity, (2) safeguard cyberspace sovereignty, national security, and the public interest,
(3) protect the legitimate rights and interests of citizens, legal persons and other organizations, and (4) promote the healthy development of economic and social information. [62]
These themes from China’s cybersecurity law persist across various official publications.
Instead of an open and free Internet, China emphasizes security and sovereignty. The
US and China differ in their vision for cyberspace, and their subsequent strategies reflect
this divergence.
The Chinese Dream: China’s national policy objective
Importantly, the PLA safeguards China’s national strategic goal of the “Chinese Dream”
(zhongguomeng). [63] Soon after becoming party secretary in 2012, Xi described the
Chinese Dream as collective rejuvenation—a revival of prosperity, unity, and strength. [64]
In a 2015 interview with the Wall Street Journal, Xi explained that in order to understand
the Chinese Dream “one needs to fully appreciate the Chinese nation’s deep suffering
since modern times and the
profound impact of such
suffering on the Chinese
minds.” [65] Under the custodianship of the CCP, the
country pursues the Chinese Dream through resurgent national strength free
from foreign interference.

Although the US and China agree
on the importance of cyberspace,
they fundamentally diverge on the
prerogatives a country should enjoy
in the virtual world.

In May 2015, China’s Ministry of National Defense (MND) published a white paper
articulating the country’s military strategy. The document reimagined military power
and entreated the PLA to abandon its “traditional mentality” focused on land warfare. [66]
Major General Chen Zhou described the white paper as call for the PLA to adapt to new
political-security realities and build a modern military force. [67] A Chinese commentator
called the MND white paper the most transparent report of PLA strategy in thirty years. [68]
Yang Yucai, professor of strategy at China’s NDU, said the document clearly articulates
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the country’s strategic aims. [69] Anthony Cordesman and Steven Colley of the Center for
Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) likewise accept the white paper as a conduit for
understanding PLA strategic thinking. [70] Admittedly, such publications judiciously reveal
information and fail to confirm which concepts the PLA operationalize and which ones
they reject. [71] PLA texts do not necessarily reflect views from the whole of Chinese government. [72] Nevertheless, the MND white paper helps examine PLA strategic thinking.
The PLA is an instrument of military policy in service to the CCP and the state. [73]
In this light, the PLA must fulfill its mandate (lüxing shiming) as the Party’s army, [74]
and the armed forces must always obey the Party. [75] Strategic goals (zhanlüe mudi)
determine military decisions, and leaders design strategy and develop doctrine that serves
the CCP. [76] The PLA evaluates success by achieving the CCP’s political objectives. [77]
For example, the CCP expects the PLA to guarantee “a stable external environment for
continued economic development.” [78] Major General Chen Zhou, director of the National
Defense Policy Research Center at AMS, summarizes PLA ethos with a traditional Chinese
axiom: military affairs must comply with the needs of politics, and military strategy must
comply with the requirements of the country’s political strategy (junshi fucong zhengzhi,
zhanlüe fucong zheng’e). [79] Thus, military strategy must support simultaneous efforts
across the whole of government to achieve the CCP’s strategic end state.
The Chinese Dream orients China’s government
across numerous concurrent efforts. The 2015
Military Strategy explains, “China’s armed forces
take their dream of making the military strong as
part of the Chinese Dream. Without a strong military,
a country can be neither safe nor strong.” [80] China
identifies an advanced military as a strategic means
(zhanlüe shouduan) for accomplishing strategic ends
(zhanlüe mudi). As the country aims for the Chinese
Dream, the strategic end-state for the PLA can be
expressed in three sub-objectives: sovereignty,
modernity, and stability. [81] These goals translate into enduring themes for the military: (1)
Protect the Party and Safeguard Stability, (2) Defend Sovereignty and Defeat Aggression,
(3) Modernize the Military and Build the Nation. [82] To accomplish these ends, the MND
assigns its armed forces strategic tasks (zhanlüe renwu), which guide the employment of
resources to accomplish objectives.

Clearly defining
a credible cyber
deterrent is quite
difficult when norms
of cyber behavior
remain ill-defined.

Both US and China militaries design strategy to support national policy goals. When outlining and designing strategy, the US military often uses an ends-ways-means heuristic. [83]
The US military derives strategic guidance from national leaders and then develops
the ways and means to accomplish those ends. [84] The PLA shares a similar affinity
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for designing strategy subordinate to national policy. [85] PLA theater strategy likewise
implements national strategy. [86] This paper uses an ends-ways-mean framework to simplify
and summarize PLA strategic thinking for an American audience.

MEANS

WAYS

END

Non-Military Strategies
ex. One Belt, One Road

All Other
Instruments

Cyber Strategy:
Achieve Cyber
Sovereignty

Chinese Armed Forces

The Chinese
Dream

Military Strategies

Figure 1: A simplified outline of China’s national strategy
In the standard narrative, as China pursues the Chinese Dream, its strategy must meet
two decisive milestones called the “two centenaries” (liang ge yibai nian). [87] The first centenary occurs in 2021, one hundred years after the CCP’s establishment. At that time,
China expects to become a moderately prosperous society. [88] The second centenary in
2049 marks one hundred years since the Communists won China’s civil war. By this point,
China plans to consolidate a “prosperous, strong, democratic, culturally advanced and
harmonious” society. [89] In October 2015, the Fifth Plenary Session of the 18th CCP Central Committee reaffirmed the two centenaries in its 13th Five-Year Plan. [90] In an address
to the United Nations, Xi identified international stability as one necessary condition for
the Chinese Dream. [91] Xi evaluates foreign and domestic policy in terms of achieving the
Chinese Dream in step with the two centenaries. [92] Thus, the Chinese Dream and the two
centenaries orient and pace the PLA as it operationalizes the national military strategy.
In the cyber domain, leaders have unique ways and means to pursue objectives. For
example, Lieutenant General (retired) Wang Hongguang believes cyber operations enable
China to achieve reunification with Taiwan and realize the Chinese Dream without lethal
military conflict. [93] The general, a standing committee member of the 12th National Committee of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC), argues the PLA
must develop sophisticated cyber capabilities to “defeat its adversaries without fighting”
(bu zhan er qu ren zhi bing). [94] General Wang, a former deputy commander of the Nanjing Military Region, sees cyber capabilities as an asymmetric response to the superior
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military power of the US and Japan. [95] The general conveys just one of many ways the PLA
can leverage cyber operations to achieve strategic ends.
Cyber sovereignty: a way to reach the Chinese Dream
To achieve the Chinese Dream, the CCP believes it must secure sovereignty in cyberspace. In 2007, then-President Hu Jintao told Party leaders, “Whether we can cope with
the Internet is a matter that affects the development of socialist culture, the security
of information, and the stability of the state.”[96] Beijing requires internal stability and
insulation from external threats to realize the Chinese Dream, and these twin imperatives
extend to cyberspace. For example, Lieutenant General Wang Xixin calls for the PLA to
employ cyber forces to win future conflicts under the conditions of informationized
warfare (xinxihua tiaojian xia kongzhi zhan). [97] In this way, the PLA field’s cyber forces
to accomplish missions in the information environment, which in turn ensures the CCP
achieves cyber sovereignty.

MEANS

WAYS

Diplomatic
Informational
Economic

Diplomatic
Informational
Economic

All Other Military
Resources

Cross-Domain Military
Operations

Joint Cyber Forces

Cyber Operations

END

Cyber
Sovereignty

Figure 2: Simplified outline of China’s cyber strategy
In 2011, China’s pursuit of cyber sovereignty collided with US policy when the White
House published its International Strategy for Cyberspace. This US policy document
promoted an approach to global cybersecurity in accordance with America’s “core commitments to fundamental freedoms, privacy, and the free flow of information.” [98] China’s
officials criticized the strategy as a veiled justification for US hegemony in cyberspace. [99]
In their analysis, PLA Senior Colonel Ye Zheng and Captain Zhao Baoxian predict the
US will pursue cybersecurity with the same self-interest seen in economic and military
affairs. Furthermore, the PLA officers expect the US to launch cyber operations whenever
necessary to protect its networks (wuli huwang). After the Stuxnet attack on Iran’s centrifuges, Colonel Ye and Captain Zhao concluded even China’s physically isolated networks remain vulnerable to US cyber-attack; passive cyber defense alone is insufficient.
Therefore, China must achieve parity with the US in cyberspace to deter aggression
and protect national sovereignty. [100]
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The 2015 Military Strategy affirms the PLA mission to “safeguard China’s sovereignty,
security and development interests, and provide a strong guarantee for achieving the
national strategic goal of the ‘two centenaries’ and for realizing the Chinese Dream.”[101]
In the current and future information environment, China considers cyberspace the “new
commanding heights in strategic competition” among advanced countries. [102] Although
public literature does not offer a stand-alone PLA cyber strategy document, various texts
can be summarized through the ends-ways-means framework. [103]

FIGURE 3: THE ENDS-WAYS-MEANS OF CHINA’S CYBER STRATEGY
Ends: Cyber sovereignty; the CCP retains authority in cyberspace and safeguards
the Chinese Dream across all domains; China exercises full sovereignty across all
domains
Ways:

m Stop and control major cyber crises (e kong wangluo kongjian
zhongda weiji)

m Protect national network and information security (baozhang
guojia wangluo yu xinxi anquan)

m Safeguard national security and social stability (weihu guojia
anquan he shehui wending)

m Support the country’s endeavors in cyberspace (zhiyuan guojia
wangluo kongjian douzheng)

mParticipate in international cyber cooperation (canyu guojia hezuo)
Means: A new joint cyber force (wangluo kongjian liliang jianshe) with the following
advanced cyber capabilities:

mCyber situational understanding (wangluo kongjian taishi ganzhi)
mCyber defense (kongjian fangyu)
mPrecise targeting (jingda quebao weishe)
Major General Chen Zhou explains cyberspace imperatives require China to accelerate
cyber situational awareness, cyber defense, the ability to compete in cyberspace, and the
ability to collaborate with the international community. With these means, China will be
able to safeguard national cybersecurity and information security. [104] Similarly, the 2015
Military Strategy directs the armed forces to develop the requisite cyber means to accomplish assigned tasks. Given this guidance, the PLA must develop doctrine to guide the
development and employment of joint cyber forces.
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PART 3: US CYBER DETERRENCE
The military doctrine that guides cyber operations has evolved along with cyber capabilities. Do previous paradigms apply in the virtual world? Military theories of airpower and seapower offer one starting point. [105] Nuclear deterrence theory appears helpful
in evaluating the interplay of actors armed with devastating weapons. [106] In 2006, the
Pentagon endorsed deterrence as a way to dissuade potential adversaries in cyberspace. [107]
In December 2015, the White House circulated its cyber deterrence strategy, declaring the
US would use “all instruments of national power to deter cyber-attacks or other malicious
cyber activity that pose a significant threat to the national or economic security of the
United States or its vital interests.” [108] The US and China are militarily and economically
dependent on cyberspace, and such dependency seemingly guarantees successful mutual
deterrence. [109] Yet, deterrence does not dissuade all adversaries, [110] and current US cyber
deterrence strategy appears poorly calibrated for deterring China, a resolute and increasingly sophisticated actor in cyberspace.
In many ways, cyber operations and electromagnetic
warfare represent quintessential asymmetric threats.
Unlike conventional and nuclear weapons, cyber capabilities provide adversaries low-cost military power
that targets the vulnerabilities of America’s information
economy. New America Foundation’s P.W. Singer warns,
“The problem is that the evidence disproves this link
between building up more cyber-offensive capability
as the way to scare off the other side. There is not yet
any direct pathway to deterrence the way building up
nuclear capability yielded it back in the day.” [111] If
mutual deterrence does not fully translate to cyberspace, the international community must at minimum
develop norms that delineate proper cyber behavior. [112]
Graham Webster, a Senior Fellow of the Paul Tsai China Center at Yale Law School, writes,
“Not every ‘cyber’ incident is created equal, and retaliation without a clearly communicated principle simply wouldn’t deter anything in particular.” [113] Clearly established redlines
between cyber espionage and cyber warfare, for example, can help reduce the likelihood
of unintended escalation. [114]

Recent US-China
interactions in the
South China Sea
have exemplified
the potential for
mishap under the
compellent form
of weishe.

To its credit, the White House appears to appreciate these nuances, and its cyber
deterrence strategy seeks international consensus on the “appropriate responses for
cyberattacks.” [115] President Obama even pushed for an agreement on cyberspace norms
at the 2015 G20 summit. [116] This cooperative mindset does not preclude developing“
improved defenses, more resilient architectures, and a range of options—cyber and
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non-cyber—to inflict costs and to hold accountable adversaries that choose to conduct
cyberattacks or other malicious activity against U.S. interests.” [117] The measured tone
of the US cyber deterrence strategy appears to recognize the inherent limits of extending
traditional deterrence into the cyber domain.

This high-stakes
provocation follows
a military weishe
approach and reveals
a PLA mindset that
optimistically assumes
American restraint.

Nevertheless, the US cyber deterrence strategy
has attracted sharp critiques within the US government. Senator John McCain, Chairman of the
Senate Armed Services Committee, criticized
the White House for failing “to integrate ends,
ways and means to meaningfully deter attacks in
cyber space.” [118] He chastised the report for going
“to great pains to minimize the role of offensive
cyber capabilities and doing little to clarify the
policy ambiguities that undermine the credibility
of deterrence.” [119] Notwithstanding this feedback, clearly defining a credible cyber deterrent
is quite difficult when norms of cyber behavior
remain ill-defined.

Defining deterrence
Military deterrence has long been a pillar of US national security policy in assorted
forms across various domains. Yet, such an enduring concept remains ill-defined within
US-China relations because the two countries conceptualize deterrence differently. The
Pentagon defines deterrence as “prevention of action by the existence of a credible threat
of unacceptable counteraction and/or belief that the cost of action outweighs the perceived
benefits.” [120] Meanwhile, China embeds deterrence within a broader concept of weishe
that combines deterrence and compellence. [121] In the West, military art distinguishes
between deterrence and compellence, [122] but many PLA texts operationalize military
weishe without clear distinctions between the twin concepts. Even in peacetime, PLA
commanders appear to view certain compellent actions as legitimate, while the US and
its allies consider them offensive operations.
Western military literature predominantly translates weishe as deterrence, but the
concept is better interpreted as a particular form of coercion. In his 1966 Arms and
Influence, Thomas Schelling defined coercion in two parts, deterrence and compellence,
and dissected those terms:
Deterrence and compellence differ in a number of respects, most of them corresponding to something like the difference between statics and dynamics. Deterrence involves setting the stage—by announcement, by rigging the trip-wire,
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by incurring the obligation—and waiting. The overt act is up to the opponent.
The stage-setting can often be nonintrusive, nonhostile, nonprovocative. The act
that is intrusive, hostile, or provocative is usually the one to be deterred; the
deterrent threat only changes the consequences if the act in question—the one to
be deterred—is then taken. Compellence, in contrast, usually involves initiating
an action (or an irrevocable commitment to action) that can cease, or become
harmless, only if the opponent responds. The overt act, the first step, is up to the
side that makes a compellent threat. To deter, one digs in, or lays a minefield, and
waits—in the interest of inaction. To compel, one gets up enough momentum
(figuratively, but sometimes literally) to make the other act to avoid collision …
Compellence has to be definite: We move, and you must get out of the way. [123]
China’s Research Department
of Military Strategy defines military weishe as a “strategic operation, with the threat to use or
the actual use of military capability in order to influence
the adversary’s strategic judgments by making the adversary
feel [that it is too] difficult to achieve anticipated targets or the cost may exceed
the benefit.” [124] The “actual use of military capability” suggests a broad spectrum of
military activities. From benign to dangerous, weishe actions increase uncertainty and
risk escalation. If Beijing orders military action to compel Washington to change a
policy, the operation may unintentionally cross an American redline that then escalates
an otherwise manageable dispute.

China appears willing to employ
provocative measures to compel
a change in US policy and secure
its interests in the region.

Recent US-China interactions in the South China Sea have exemplified the potential for
mishap under the compellent form of weishe. Beijing seeks unchallenged authority over
its maritime claims and treats the South China Sea as an issue of sovereignty. Meanwhile,
the US Navy operates freely in international waters according to established norms. China
interprets US naval operations as a challenge to its national security. In 2009, Chinese
white-hulled vessels aggressively maneuvered against the USNS Impeccable and nearly
caused a collision. In this instance, Beijing used non-military coercion and chanced
military conflict to compel a shift in US policy. [125] This high-stakes provocation follows
a military weishe approach and reveals a PLA mindset that optimistically assumes
American restraint.
Numerous PLA theorists have written about warfare in the twenty-first century. Regarding weishe, prevailing thought appears to hold “a country should not hesitate to deter
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through military force if there is no other way to control a crisis.” [126] At times, China’s
deterrence parallels US notions. For example, the PLA expects its state-of-the-art air
power to “discourage other countries from conducting air and other military operations
against China or to convince any adversary to abandon its own military operations.” [127]
Yet, the compellence form of weishe still resembles US offensive operations. For example,
China considers space weapons that target satellites a form of weishe at the extreme end
of the peacetime continuum, but the US treats such weapons as offensive capabilities for
war. [128] This incongruence between US deterrence and China’s weishe degrades escalation
management by fomenting miscues. This US-China doctrinal gap is especially relevant
to cyber operations given persistent ambiguity about appropriate behavior in cyberspace.
Although publications often translate weishe as deterrence, such expediency encourages
an erroneous frame for Chinese actions. This paper therefore retains the term weishe when
discussing Chinese texts to aid accurate interpretation of Chinese signaling. Summarizing
China doctrine, Kevin Pollpeter of UC San Diego’s Institute on Global Conflict and
Cooperation (IGCC) explains, “Effective coercion [weishe] not only requires a strong
capability and the will to carry out threats, those threats must be communicated effectively
so that the target of the coercion is cognizant of the full costs of coming into conflict
with China.” [129] The emphasis on signaling requires Washington to understand Beijing’s
message. Therefore, China must calibrate its message for its intended audience before
launching an irrevocable course-of-action. Ultimately, peace between the US and China
rests on maturity and mutual understanding.
One unofficial cyber weishe approach
The PLA considers compellent forms of weishe legitimate in peacetime. Extending weishe
to cyberspace meanwhile remains a nascent concept. AMS researcher Yuan Yi proposes
one approach for cyber weishe. Yuan believes cyberspace is a strategic area with weishe
opportunities. [130] In the twenty-first century, he argues the PLA must employ cyber
operations to achieve weishe across all domains. According to Yuan’s cyber weishe
approach, cyber operations must showcase an adversary’s impotence in the physical and
virtual worlds. [131]

FIGURE 4: YUAN YI’S REQUIREMENTS FOR EFFECTIVE CYBER WEISHE
 uild the proper cyber force: Well-organized joint cyber force (wangluo zhan
B
liliang xingcheng heli) that can organize and coordinate the power of the network
of ‘patriotic’ hackers (aiguo heike).
 elect the proper target: Must identify high-value targets that clearly demonS
strate China’s role because an innocuous attack could be incorrectly attributed
to common hackers (yi bei wu renwei shi putong heike zhizao) and fail to achieve
the desired effect of deterrence. Cyber operations require sophisticated precision (jing da quebao weishe) to prove the futility of challenging Chinese interests.
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 xecute information campaign: Before attack, China must issue a warning to
E
the adversary through extensive propaganda (yao tongguo guangfan de yunlan
xuanchuan zaoshi, xiang diguo fachu daji jinggao). After attack, ensure adversary
recognizes China’s superb cyber capabilities (yi zhanxian jifang gaochao de wangluo gongji jishu he shoudian).
Yuan’s cyber weishe approach exceeds the scope of deterrence under US doctrine. Yuan
even concedes dangerous uncertainty in his cyber weishe proposal because he cannot
predict US reactions to aggressive cyber operations. [132] In 2014, Yuan coauthored a piece
in a PLA newspaper that rebuked US cyberspace hegemony and called for the mobilization
of Chinese citizens to carry out massive cyber-attacks against the US. [133] Yuan presents
a highly aggressive perspective in PLA cyberspace thinking. Commenting on Yuan’s
proposal, CFR’s Adam Segal writes, “The article is almost definitely not an authoritative
overview of what the People’s Liberation Army thinks about deterrence but at the same
time it is equally unlikely to be completely outside the mainstream.” [134] To marginalize
Yuan-like thinking, Segal hopes leaders from both countries will “meet soon, and start the
discussion on the meaning of deterrence and other basic concepts.” [135] Segal’s concerns
seem prudent given the risks of escalation a Yuan-like mindset imbues.
A cyber weishe interpretation of the 2014 OPM cybersecurity breach
Prior to the Obama-Xi summit in September 2015, one of the most discussed national
cybersecurity topics was the 2014 breach at the US Office of Personnel Management
(OPM). [136] Most likely a PLA cyber operation, the OPM breach exposed the sensitive
information of nearly 22 million current and former government personnel, contractors,
and family members. The impact of the OPM breach continues to reverberate. On February 22, 2016, OPM’s chief information officer resigned over the scandal seven months
after the OPM’s director also departed. [137] In September 2015, the CIA reported the OPM
hack forced the Agency to withdraw compromised intelligence officers from the field. [138]
US officials described the OPM breach as cyber espionage, and most media coverage
cited the intelligence value of the stolen information as an explanation for the breach.
The China’s government claims the OPM breach was a cybercrime, not state-sponsored
espionage. [139] and they even arrested several alleged hackers. [140] Nevertheless, the US
intelligence community remains confident the breach was a state-sanctioned cyber operation. By characterizing the event as cyber espionage, the US deemed the breach a
case of spying that all governments conduct during peacetime.
Although cyber espionage offers a reasonable explanation for the OPM breach, this
paper offers an alternative interpretation. Rather than a matter of spying, the OPM
breach appears to be a categorical success under cyber weishe. The cyberattack struck
a high-value target with very little collateral damage, showcased the sophistication of
Chinese cyber forces, compelled US leaders to revisit cybersecurity policies, and signaled
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China’s willingness to use cyber operations for national security ends. In accordance
with military weishe, the cyberattack selected a target that generated a tolerable US
response. Despite public scrutiny and embarrassment, the Obama administration remained considerably restrained. Admiral Mike Rogers told the Atlantic Council that the
OPM breach was part of a significant PLA information collection effort. [141] Director of
National Intelligence James Clapper
identified China as the likely culprit,
but the administration did not escalate rhetoric much further. [142] General
(retired) Michael Hayden, former head
of the NSA and the CIA, assessed
OPM’s repository as a legitimate target
for cyber espionage. [143] By choosing
cyber espionage as opposed to a Stuxnet-like attack, China’s leaders astutely kept their
cyber operation within the scope of acceptable peacetime activities.

Around the world, emerging
military powers are building
capabilities that intentionally
enhance uncertainty.

The purpose for the OPM breach can be interpreted through the lens of China’s cyber
strategy, which pursues cyber sovereignty. Thus, the Obama-Xi summit can be seen as
a victory for China’s cyber sovereignty agenda: two presidents directly discussing a state’s
duty to govern its citizens and enforce laws in cyberspace. President Obama delivered
stern remarks about the need for China’s government to curb cybercrime, but the OPM
breach did not feature in public discussions. [144] The two presidents agreed that stealing
intellectual property undermines the international economic order. [145] In accordance
with cyber weishe, PLA cyber operations compelled Washington to elevate cybersecurity
to the highest levels of diplomacy and partially validate China’s arguments for sovereign
control in cyberspace governance.
After the Obama-Xi summit, the US intelligence community assessed that PLA cyber
operations would continue apace. [146] Xi escaped overt criticism while advancing China’s
cyberspace agenda. Beijing leveraged the summit to promote its view that only national
governments can effectively secure cyberspace. In this way, the OPM breach may have
helped compel Washington to partially acquiesce to Beijing’s pursuit of cyber sovereignty.
In December 2015, US and China envoys launched the cybersecurity dialogue agreed upon
during the Obama-Xi summit. Meanwhile, Xi addressed the World Internet Conference
and strongly advocated for cyber sovereignty as the future paradigm for Internet governance. [147] Clearly, China continues to pursue cyber sovereignty.
Harvard’s Jack Goldsmith also believes Xi used US reaction to China’s cybercrime for
domestic purposes. Goldsmith points to a precipitous drop in commercial cyber espionage
well before the presidential summit in September 2015. [148] Goldsmith interprets changes
in Chinese cyber behavior as “less about the U.S. imposing or threatening hefty costs on
a unitary China (the costs and threatened costs have not in fact been hefty), and more
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about the U.S. making transparent corrupt state-sponsored activities to China’s government, and thus aiding China’s government (as embodied in Xi’s regime) in furthering its
interests.” [149] In this view, the 2015 presidential summit helped Xi consolidate control
over cyberspace within China.
In short, cyber operations like the OPM breach should be assessed beyond their intelligence value. When PLA cyber operations are controlled at the highest echelons, such
activities merit thorough analysis of second- and third-order effects. This paper argues
such cyberattacks aim to compel the US to react in ways that erode the sanctity of an open
Internet. If the strategic objective of China’s cyber strategy is cyber sovereignty, then the
US remains the largest obstacle to China’s ambitions to displace the status quo. Thus, in
accordance with cyber weishe, Beijing will act to undermine multistakeholder cyberspace
governance, compel Washington to acquiesce to cyber sovereignty, and galvanize international support for rewriting norms that govern the Internet.
PART 4: DOCTRINAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN US AND CHINA
Just as the US and China diverge on their understanding of deterrence, the military
doctrine of the two countries further aggravates misunderstandings over cyber operations.
China expert Gregory Kulacki notes, “PLA strategy is focused on understanding and responding to U.S. investments in the advanced conventional military capabilities it believes
the United States intends to use to undermine the credibility of China’s overall military
deterrent.” [150] Consequently, the US-China military relations suffer a feedback loop where
the strategic decisions of one country influence the decisions of the other. As US and China
strategists estimate the future actions of one another, miscalculation appears inevitable.
As mentioned previously, the South China Sea illustrates opportunities for such misunderstandings. The Naval War College’s Peter Dutton argues the “combination of economic
leverage, civilian maritime power, and military deterrence power has enabled a Chinese
strategy in which there are little or no consequences for the employment of escalation,
short of militarized armed conflict.”. [151] Dutton identifies a gap between US and China
doctrine in which China employs “non-militarized coercion” to achieve strategic objectives. [152] According to Dutton, recent maritime patrols exemplify China’s predilection for
non-militarized coercion. China’s white-hulled vessels outnumber the combined maritime
forces (navy and coast guard) of all other South East Asian neighbors. China now exercises
“de facto control over much of the disputed water space.” [153] From the US perspective,
such activities destabilize regional stability, but China’s actions align with its tradition
of military weishe. China appears willing to employ provocative measures to compel a
change in US policy and secure its interests in the region.
As cyber capabilities evolve on both sides of the Pacific, US and China cyber operations will intensify the consequences of warfare in the twenty-first century information
environment. [154] University of Toronto’s Jon Lindsay warns, “The rhetorical spiral of
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mistrust in the Sino-American relationship threatens to undermine the mutual benefits
of the information revolution.” [155] Lindsay also writes, “Overlap across political, intelligence, military, and institutional threat narratives makes cybersecurity a challenging
policy problem, which can lead to theoretical confusion.” [156] In this way, doctrinal
confusion can generate misunderstandings with serious consequences.
Doctrine-difference theory
To explore the consequences of doctrinal confusion, Naval Postgraduate School’s
Christopher Twomey tests “the causal claim that doctrinal differences worsen misperceptions, which can lead to escalation.”[157] In one case, he applies doctrinal-difference theory
to China’s decision to escalate involvement in the Korean War after American-led forces
crossed the 38th parallel in October 1950. America’s aggressive pursuit of North Korean
forces stoked Chinese fears about an anti-communist bloc in Northeast Asia. [158] Beijing
could not tolerate a unified anti-communist Korea. By November, tens of thousands of
PLA soldiers had entered combat in North Korea. In hindsight Beijing had strongly
signaled their interests on the Korean Peninsula well before it entered the war; however,
the US failed to recognize the gravity of China’s redlines. [159]
On September 7, 1950, the National Security Council concluded, “Although politically
unlikely, it is possible that Chinese Communist forces might be used to occupy North
Korea … it is possible that the Soviet Union, although this would increase the chance
of general war, may endeavor to persuade the Chinese Communists to enter the Korean
campaign.” [160] On October 2, the White House authorized General Douglas MacArthur to
operate north of the 38th parallel. In months preceding this decision, the PLA had visibly
prepared for a Korean contingency. During the summer of 1950, Mao Zedong redeployed
troops to Manchuria from their Taiwan-invasion posture in Fujian. For several weeks,
PLA infantry formations conducted exercises near the Korean border, signaling China’s
intent to check a US maneuver northward. On the diplomatic front, strategic dialogue
proved wholly insufficient, because Beijing and Washington had not restored diplomatic
relations following China’s civil war. [161] The two countries failed to retain a mechanism
for mitigating tensions or preventing escalation.
Meanwhile, MacArthur and his staff misinterpreted PLA doctrine and underestimated
Beijing’s commitment to the Korean Peninsula. The US military erroneously assumed its
air power would neutralize the PLA. Moreover, MacArthur expected China to commit their
main effort near the 38th parallel as the Americans maneuvered across the mountainous
terrain. [162] In fact, the main PLA forces were postured much further north. PLA doctrine
dictated a “lure them in deep” operational approach that encouraged American forces to
extend their supply lines into North Korea’s restrictive terrain. [163] As late as December,
the US continued to grossly underestimate the massive number of PLA troops it faced. [164]
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Figure 3: Modified Twomey Doctrinal-Difference Model
The US-China confrontation in the Korean War illustrates “the link between different
theories of victory and underestimation of the enemy.” [165] Twomey explains, “Differences
in theories of victory here directly contributed to U.S. misperception of its adversary’s
relative capabilities. This suggests that American assessments of the balance of power
and of Chinese signals before the war were adversely affected by the misperceptions.”. [166]
Although the US intelligence assets observed PLA exercises in Manchuria, Washington did
not interpret the signals as commitment to intervention. Additionally, MacArthur underestimated the PLA’s strength and capabilities. [167] The deterrence aspect of weishe failed
for China. The divergence between Chinese and American military thinking intensified
a war that killed over 36,000 Americans, 1.2 million South Koreans, a million North
Koreans, and 600,000 Chinese troops. [168]
Accurately interpreting an adversary’s doctrine is necessary for predicting its actions in
a deterrence approach. Since weishe relies on signaling, misperception of military signals
increases the likelihood of a weishe failure and unintended escalation. In 2000, George
Washington University’s David Shambaugh called PLA doctrine the driving force behind
“all other facets of China’s military modernization.” [169] Hence, the US must accurately
understand PLA military theory to ensure national security. Doctrine reveals a military’s
approach to tactical, operational and strategic decisions; it is the key to deciphering
military signals.
PLA doctrine is subordinate to national strategic interests and guides the military’s
transformation. [170] Similarly, the US military treats doctrine as the foundation for military
training and operations. [171] Unlike the US military, the PLA integrate political thought into
military decision-making at all echelons. [172] These political imperatives shape training,
operations, and strategic design within the PLA. In addition, the PLA operate with a far
more asymmetric mindset than the US military. [173] PLA and US military doctrine differs,
which shapes their respective military strategy and operations. [174]
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Across all domains, accurately evaluating an adversary’s doctrine remains fraught
with challenges. In cyberspace, the intent behind military activity appears even more
obscure. Such uncertainty regarding the purpose of an adversary’s cyber operations
muddles the taxonomy of threats and undermines the effectiveness of a cyber deterrent. [175]
Doctrinal-difference theory warns that today’s cybersecurity status quo carries serious
risks of doctrinal confusion, coercion failure, and escalation.
A growing military affinity for ambiguity
To prevent unintended war, strategists traditionally reduce ambiguity. Yet, around the
world, emerging military powers are building capabilities that intentionally enhance uncertainty. In 2015, US Joint Chiefs of Staff described a new hybrid threat, which “blends
conventional and irregular forces to create ambiguity, seize the initiative, and paralyze the
adversary.”[176] Hybrid conflicts “increase ambiguity, complicate decision-making, and slow
the coordination of effective responses.” [177] The US military believes future adversaries
are pursuing asymmetric capacity for hybrid warfare. [178] The U.S. Army operates under
the assumption that “changes in technology and geopolitical dynamics as well as the
enduring political and human nature of war will keep war in the realms of complexity
and uncertainty.”[179] In response
to this threat, the US military is
investing in technologies and organizational structures that boost
agility to respond to unpredictable threats. [180] The US finds it
increasingly difficult to prepare
for future conflicts.

The US must clearly delineate
redlines for cyberspace behavior
to prevent PLA cyber operations
from unnecessarily provoking
a conflict.

PLA military theorists have
reached a similar conclusion about twenty-first century warfare. Lieutenant General
Wang Xixin predicts China faces an era of low-intensity conflict requiring new operational
approaches. [181] The PLA fears “conflict may erupt from a crisis that has spiraled out of
control, rather than from an intent to start a war.” [182]] PLA Colonel Lin Dong argues
China’s military thinking remains underprepared for future threats. Interestingly, he also
believes the US military practices a form of hybrid warfare (hunhe zhanzheng), and the
PLA must therefore adopt a new political-military theory that better integrates military
strategy with foreign policy. [183] Like the US military, the PLA sees an era of uncertainty
that requires careful management to minimize the scale of future crises.
Unfortunately, this era of uncertainty extends to cyberspace. The divergent views of
cyber deterrence and cyber weishe seem ripe for future conflict. Adam Segal writes,
“Beijing and Washington have a common interest in preventing escalatory cyber operations—attacks that one side sees as legitimate surveillance but the other views as
prepping the battlefield.” [184] Segal recommends, “The two sides could consider conducting
formal discussions on acceptable norms of behavior and possible thresholds for use of
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force as well as greater transparency on doctrine. These cooperative measures can reduce
the chance of misperception and miscalculation and thus diminish the likelihood that a
conflict in cyberspace will become kinetic.”[185] In a security environment wrought with
uncertainty, two great powers can ill-afford misinterpretations.
The search for mutual understanding
For years, mutual understanding has been the hallmark of international cyber policy. On
December 29, 2009, the United Nations General Assembly adopted a resolution affirming
the necessity of cooperation for global cybersecurity. [186] At a 2012 conference with his
Chinese counterpart, Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta emphasized the importance of
working “together to develop ways to avoid any miscalculation or misperception that could
lead to crisis in this area [of cyber defense].”[187] In 2015, US State Department’s Michele
Markoff emphasized mutual understanding during a panel discussion in Beijing. As the
deputy director of the Office of the Coordinator for Cyber Affairs, Markoff encouraged
countries to develop “practical cyber confidence building measures” and promote international norms in cyberspace. [188]
Despite espousing mutual understanding, US-China mistrust over cybersecurity remains
pervasive. In July 2014, Secretary of State John Kerry and State Councilor Yang Jiechi met
in Beijing at the sixth round of the US-China Strategic and Economic Dialogue (S&ED).
Among a long list of topics, the strategic dialogue reaffirmed an imperative to “build
greater mutual understanding in military-to-military relations through improved communication and contacts at all levels.”[189] Reflecting on the S&ED, senior Chinese
diplomat Zhou Jingxing assessed, “the insufficiency of strategic mutual trust is the root
of all problems between the US and China.”[190] Senior Colonel Zhao Zijin and Colonel
Zhao Jingfang argue military crises often occur by accident, but the root causes (baofa
genyuan) are fundamental conflicts of interest between countries and political groups.
So long as disputes remain unresolved, they argue, unfortunate incidents can escalate
into crises.
Even if disputes remain unresolved, the US and China can still develop mechanisms to
deescalate situations. Former assistant secretary of state for East Asian and Pacific affairs
Kurt Campbell states, “It is probably inevitable that there is going to be more tension in
the relationship between the United States and China going forward. So, learning how to
deal with that tension and manage it effectively will be one of our great challenges.” [191]
Similarly, US Army Brigadier General Kimberly Field and Major Stephan Pikner predict
that US-China relations will encounter “points of friction, especially given America’s
(admittedly intermittent) underwriting of the Responsibility to Protect doctrine that
contrasts starkly with China’s emphasis on state sovereignty as paramount.” [192] The two
Army officers advocate “a framework of mutual restraint between the United States and
China, in conjunction with a broader engagement strategy.” [193] Both Field and Pikner hope
to avoid accidental escalation through increased collaboration.
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Lauding the September summit, Obama stated, “The candid conversations between
President Xi and myself about areas of disagreement help us to understand each
other better, to avoid misunderstandings or miscalculations, and pave the way potentially
for further progress in those areas.”[194] Xi said the two countries must enhance strategic
trust, increase mutual understanding, and respect each country’s interests. China’s
president emphasized US-China relations face a single option: win-win cooperation.[195]
Despite the proclaimed goal of mutual understanding in cyberspace, the summit produced
modest outcomes. [196] Trust remains an aspiration.
Four Recommendations
Ultimately, the goal of US cyber deterrence is to prevent cyberattacks, and current
US cyber policy likely deters many threats. With respect to China, the US must clearly
delineate redlines for cyberspace behavior to prevent PLA cyber operations from
unnecessarily provoking a conflict. The four following recommendation are meant
to help promote this goal.
1. Continue the cybersecurity dialogue: The Obama-Xi summit directed experts to improve mutual understanding over cybersecurity. These meetings
are conduits for developing confidence-building measures and could eventually
design mechanisms to deescalate future cyber-related crises. When cyberattacks and retaliation move at light speed, decision-makers must carefully
manage escalation.
2. Produce a Glossary of Cybersecurity Terms: Written in English and Chinese,
experts should produce a comprehensive document that clarifies each
government’s official stance on cyber operations. The details of this publication should mirror the United States-Chinese Glossary of Nuclear Security
Terms by the Committee on International Security and Arms Control (CISAC)
of the American National Academies of Science (NAS). The cybersecurity
working group should produce doctrinal definitions that Chinese and English
linguists absolutely concur reflect the intent of both governments. As USChina teams collaborate, they should especially dissect each government’s
view of cyber deterrence. This challenging exercise could eventually help
construct inclusive global norms for cyberspace behavior, which could then
boost cybersecurity for all stakeholders worldwide.
3. Encourage Track 1.5/2 diplomacy addressing cyber deterrence: Diplomatic
channels facilitate valuable dialogue. Current and former US policymakers
should meet with their Chinese counterparts to discuss cyber deterrence at
various forums like the Shangri-La Dialogue and the U.S. Strategic Command
(USSTRATCOM) Deterrence Symposium. US organizations like the CarnegieTsinghua Center should invite American and Chinese experts to conferences
that address cyber deterrence.
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4. Commission a study of Chinese cyber deterrence for public release: The
Department of Defense should commission an organization like RAND or CNA
to produce a report summarizing PLA military thinking on cyber deterrence.
The final report should be made public to entice Beijing to critique the interpretation of China cyber policy. CSIS, Brookings, or other think tanks should
then invite China’s leaders to speak at events and debate the merits of this
semi-official report. Through these channels, China officials will feel compelled
to clarify ambiguous cyber policies.
These four recommendations require US officials and their partners to sufficiently understand US cyber policy. Specifically, the US must clearly articulate redlines so that current
and former officials can accurately convey them to Chinese counterparts. Furthermore,
this paper’s recommendations rely on Beijing’s reciprocity in clarifying their doctrine.
Given the complexity of evolving US cyber policy, interagency cooperation may need to
produce a primer that summarizes US cyber policy. Developing interagency consensus
such a document offers an opportunity to clarify the ends-ways-means of US strategic
thinking on cyberspace. Perhaps this exercise would help identify and rectify inconsistencies across various US agencies and promote unity of effort in cyber defense.
As Beijing pursues cyber sovereignty, it appears willing to use cyber operations to
compel the US to reorient its cyber policy. The US cyber deterrence strategy rightly
promotes international cooperation, public-private partnerships, multi-stakeholder governance, and critical infrastructure protection. On the other hand, the cyber deterrence
strategy also intentionally promotes “uncertainty in adversaries’ minds about the effectiveness of any malicious cyber activities and to increase the costs and consequences
that adversaries face as a result of their actions.” [197] Deliberately boosting ambiguity
may prove effective against most adversaries, but it seems counterproductive when trying
to deter an assertive China. Thus, US military commanders, their staffs, and policymakers
require an appreciation for the nuances of China’s views on cyber operations. As a
sophisticated actor in cyberspace, China warrants a sophisticated cyber defense policy
that appreciates its particularities.
Today, doctrinal confusion in the cyber domain appears untenable. The US-supported
multi-stakeholder approach to Internet governance has failed to persuade many governments that seem apt to support Beijing and Moscow. If an open Internet is a US strategic
interest, the erosion of multi-stakeholder governance should alarm strategists. In today’s
information environment, China continues to pursue cyber sovereignty, which fundamentally clashes with America’s vision. As these two great powers pursue incompatible
strategic objectives in cyberspace, their ambitions seem ripe for confrontation. To prevent
such disputes from accidently spiraling out of control, Beijing and Washington must
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clarify their doctrinal differences and develop mechanism for de-escalation to avoid the
calamity of a cyber war.
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